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Connect, Automate, Repeat!
Patient Provider Laboratory

TrueMed Connects Everything

Billing Shipping Analytics Sales



Integrate Multiple Systems 
into a Single Platform

 1 or 10 Lab Instruments, Multiple Billing 
Platforms and teams, a Dozen Reference Labs 
and EHR systems are integrated into a single 

platform, automating the ordering, processing, 
releasing, and billing of tests and samples.

More than an LIS, we are a full Lab 
Management Platform.



Always Automate
Cut your costs and your errors, 

reduce time to billing, and track every 
process with our automation. 

What workflow problems do you 
experience?  Let’s try and automate it 



Scale from 1 to 1,000+
Our cloud platform means your 

lab can add as many 
physicians, offices, groups, 
collectors and users as you 

need.

Never worry about buying more 
servers again.



Meeting the Laboratory Needs

You have standard workflows 
and procedures, and we can 

meet those needs.  You ask for 
customizations and we build it 

for you, it’s that simple.



Complete Transparency
Whether you want a deep dive into 

your test results, patient 
demographics, or to provide 3rd 
party marketing organizations 
detailed tracking, we have you 

covered!



Notifications for Everyone

SMS, email, and beyond - 
how do you want your 

collectors, physicians, lab 
techs, and patients to be 
notified, because we can 

handle it for you.



No Supplies, No Problem
Our platform has a full CRM for 
physician offices to order and 

reorder supplies straight from the 
portal.

Oh, they can also directly order a 
shipment pickup, too! 



E-Requisitions or Paper
Our platform ensures an error free, 

‘Ready to Test’ and ‘Ready to Bill’ lab 
order.  We can also provide 

insurance validation on the spot.

Still have paper orders?  We can help 
out with out with our streamlined 

data entry process



Simple Orders and Signatures

Order on your computer and 
capture the patient or 

physician signature on a 
Mobile App, it’s that simple!

Signature



It’s All About the Patient

We can provide a Patient 
Portal or tie directly into your 

current portal.  For patient 
payments, we can collect that 

for you as well.



Let’s 
Connect
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